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Modeling Financial Markets : Using Visual Basic.NET and Databases to Create Pricing, Trading, and Risk Management ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2004


	Although this book follows the layout of a programming book, the

	underlying theme is financial modeling and quantitative trading

	system development. In a sense, this book really marries four

	disciplines—computer science, quantitative finance, trading strategy,

	and quality development—into one, financial engineering....
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Big Book of Apple Hacks: Tips & Tools for Unlocking the Power of Your Apple DevicesO'Reilly, 2008

	
	
		Ostensibly, you buy a computer or gadget to get something done. The something might be as
	
		simple as listening to MP3s you’ve ripped from your CD collection or as challenging as creating
	
		a full-length feature film. Apple is happy to sell you products to meet your needs. The trouble is
	
		your needs aren’t...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services with MDX and DAX (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Understand Microsoft's dramatically updated new release of its premier toolset for business intelligence


	The first major update to Microsoft's state-of-the-art, complex toolset for business intelligence (BI) in years is now available and what better way to master it than with this detailed book from key members of...
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Visualizing Quaternions (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	Introduced 160 years ago as an attempt to generalize complex numbers to higher dimensions, quaternions are now recognized as one of the most important concepts in modern computer graphics. They offer a powerful way to represent rotations and compared to rotation matrices they use less memory, compose faster, and are naturally suited for...
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Quantum Variational CalculusSpringer, 2013

	This Brief puts together two subjects, quantum and variational calculi by considering variational problems involving Hahn quantum operators. The main advantage of its results is that they are able to deal with nondifferentiable (even discontinuous) functions, which are important in applications.


	Possible applications in...
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Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 EditionApress, 2014

	Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 Edition is a complete guide to using the Fedora 20 Desktop Linux release as your daily driver for multimedia, productivity, social networking, the GNOME 3 desktop, administrative tasks, and more. Author and Linux expert Richard Petersen delves into the operating system as a whole and offers you a...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building applications with Microsoft SQL Server 2012


	Teach yourself the programming fundamentals of SQL Server 2012—one step at a time. Ideal for beginning SQL Server database administrators and developers, this tutorial provides clear guidance and practical, learn-by-doing...
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Head First HTML5 Programming: Building Web Apps with JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2011

	HTML has been on a wild ride. Sure, HTML started as a mere markup language, but more recently HTML's put on some major muscle. Now we've got a language tuned for building web applications with Web storage, 2D drawing, offline support, sockets and threads, and more. And to speak this language you've got to go beyond HTML5 markup...
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Jump Start FoundationSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		Get a Jump Start on building applications with Foundation today!

	
		Developed by Zurb, Foundation is a hugely popular CSS framework that's making the once-arduous process of crafting responsive web designs a breeze! Foundation was the first open-source front-end framework to be responsive, the first to be semantic, as...
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Excel 2010 for Educational and Psychological Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2011

	Excel has become an important and nearly ubiquitous classroom and office resource for students and practitioners who are faced with solving statistical problems on an everyday basis. Despite this, there has yet to emerge a truly practical, “how-do-I-do-it” manual that teaches the various applications and...
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Learning MongoidPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know MongoDB and Ruby, then Mongoid is a very handy tool to have at your disposal. Quickly learn to build Rails applications with the helpful code samples and instructions in this book.


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that explains how to use Mongoid through lots of examples and code
	...
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The Complete Medicinal Herbal: A Practical Guide to the Healing Properties of HerbsSkyhorse Publishing, 2017

	Complete Medicinal Herbal is a fully illustrated practical guide to the healing properties of herbs. The book includes more than 120 medicinal herbs with important therapeutic properties and a section on their historical uses, The Complete Medicinal Herbal is a must for every home book shelve. All the parts of the plants that...
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